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Interested in learning more? Try becoming involved in the 
VIVO open source community. 

VIVO creates an integrated record of the scholarly work of your organization.  
As an open source tool for research discovery VIVO is used at more 
than 100 organizations around the world.  VIVO organizes information 
regarding the scholarship of your institution using automated data pro-
cesses resulting in a rich, connected, stadard data resource for providing 
scholar profiles, expert finding, content analysis, network analysis, and 
discovery of connections across researcher partners and much more.  
VIVO’s open standards-based approach insures that data in your VIVO 
can be shared with others to create big data views of scholarly activity. 

What is VIVO

Interested in learning more? Get involved in the VIVO open source community.  
Email info@vivoweb.org, visit http://vivoweb.org, follow @vivocollab on Twitter.
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